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What does “corpus/corpora” mean? 
 
 



Corpus/Corpora  
 

In Latin: “body” (same root as “corpse”) 

 

Linguistically: a large (sampled to be representative) and usually electronic (machine-/computer-

readable) collection of authentic texts (naturally occurring / written by native speakers)  

 

Self-compilable 

 

E.g.,  

 - a corpus of 90s songs 

 - a corpus of civil engineering research articles 

 - a corpus of newspapers 

 - a corpus of telephone conversations  

 - a corpus of air traffic control conversations  

 

Corpus linguistics: the use of corpora for language study  

 



You don’t have to be a computational 

linguist or a computer engineer to use 

corpora: you can use concordancers 
 



• to find out and model how native speakers speak and write  

• to carry out linguistic analyses  

• to analyze variation and change in different languages 

• to develop authentic language teaching materials  

• to  get precise data on the target languages for translation purposes  

• to look at changes in culture and society  

• to use data in natural language processing projects 

Why use corpora?  
 



Why use corpora: YDS example  
 



‒ created by Lingustics professor Mark Davies, 

BYU 

‒ freely-available  

‒ more than 520 million words of texts 

between 1990-2015  

‒ equally divided among spoken, fiction, 

popular magazines, newspapers, and 

academic texts 

 
 

COCA: The Corpus of Contemporary 
American English  
 



http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/ 

 

Let’s try it out! 
 

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/


Matching forms + frequencies  

 

‒ Search for how individual words are used: innovative 

‒ Search for how phrases are used: freak out, FREAK OUT 

‒ Search for all forms of a word: EAT; UNDERSTAND 

‒ Search with parts of speech : well-established NOUN (or well-established [nn*]); speak ADV; 

speak [rp*]; poached NOUN 

‒ Search for patterns matching or including a word (wildcards):  *new* 

‒ Search for any word in phrases:  as * to; as * by 

‒ Search by synonyms: =fundamentally; in =particular NOUN 

‒ Search with alternants: ADJ perspectives|outcomes; essential|necessary NOUN 

‒ Search by excluding: pretty –NOUN  

‒ Search by combining: =significant findings; we =aim to; these findings =show  

List function  
 



Chart function  
 

Section-/Genre-  & time-specific matching forms + frequencies  

 

‒ Search for lexical variation between genres: You have to know; sort of; type of; the cream of 

the crop; the best ; busted; unattractive ; lots of; [get] [vvn*]; look up; research  

 

‒ Search for lexical change over time: BE likely a|the; Recep Tayyip Erdogan; Ataturk; Ankara; 

Middle East Technical University    

 



‒ Search by distance and grammatical category: expand (word) NOUN (collocates) | 

mistakenly (word) VERB (collocates)  | opportunity (word) ADJ (collocates)  

 

‒ Search by distance only for any word:  controversial (word) * (collocates) 

 

‒ Search by distance and for synonyms of a word: opportunity (word) =great (collocates)  

 

 

 

 

Collocates function 

words that occur with other words; 
nearby words  

 



‒ Search for differences in usage and meaning: big/further /less (word1) tall/farther /fewer 

(word2) NOUN (collocates) |man (word1) woman (word2) ADJ (collocates) 

 

Compare function 

compare the collocates of two words  

 



‒ Search by sorting the words to the left or right: LOOK into (123R) | money (321) | sick of 

(123R) 

 

KWIC function 

keyword in context  
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Thank you!  
 

Questions/Comments? 
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